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Abstract 

Soaring on long missions to Mars or whether to make the Moon an Industrial place for keeping the earth safe from 

pollution, the days are very near when we will need to send mass people as astronauts to space. Though the training 

period makes a human being stronger. Yet the lack of human presence and earthly environment can create so many 

mental challenges in such confined places. Moreover, we are living in such a time where our brain is continuously fed 

with “social media dopamine” and so much entertainment. In order to, make staying in space easier, the idea of keeping 

the astronauts entertained and providing them with an earthly environment with the help of VR can be a 

groundbreaking idea. Humanities are planning to conquer MARS in 2030. It is going to be the longest journey 

humanities ever had. This is the beginning of a series of long journeys for humanities in space. Such big steps have 

automatically generated challenges. One of the biggest challenges is keeping the astronauts' morale high and keeping 

them entertained on such long journeys in the lack of an earthly environment. So, our objective is to establish a comfort 

corner as earth through Virtual Reality. We are determined to create a platform that can provide some sort of relief 

with the existing technology of Artificial Intelligence and Virtual Reality. 
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